
Pittsburgh, PA - The National Club Baseball and Softball Associations are very excited to 
announce that Beach Bar | Restaurant has decided to upgrade their sponsorship from last year and 
be the 2018 naming rights sponsor for the Spring Training Showcase in Plant City, FL! In addition to 
being a designated “Team Night” destination again, the Beach Bar logo will now be included in all 
press releases and merchandise pertaining to the Showcase. Teams can now look forward to 
interacting with the amazing staff at Beach Bar | Restaurant at the fields as they will be there 
throughout the event with giveaways and coupons!  
 
“Beach Bar and Restaurant will be our first ever Naming Rights Sponsor for the 2018 NCBA/NCSA 
Spring Training Showcase and I couldn’t think of a better location to take on this title,” says Tracy 
Reardon, Director of Spring Training Operations. “Beach Bar is located in The Godfrey Hotel & 
Cabanas Tampa which is also one of our host hotels for the event and makes it all the more fitting. 
The teams loved the location as it offers something for everyone. Over the last year, we have 
created a fantastic relationship with the staff over at The Godfrey & Beach Bar and look forward to 
everything that is to come from this sponsorship. We encourage teams to take an evening or two out 
of their stay and head on over to enjoy some karaoke, amazing food and even better views!”  
 
With The Godfrey Hotel & Cabanas Tampa as a host hotel, teams can take advantage of the 
renewed partnership with Beach Bar | Restaurant with ease. The restaurant boasts top cuisine, a 
vibrant night life, and incredible sunset views all within the confines of a hotel that offers exclusive 
rates for Showcase teams! “As a longtime resident of Tampa, I have known this property for many 
years and feel privileged to be part of its transformation into an upscale, lifestyle oriented seaside 
resort,” said Crystal Rivera, The Godfrey’s General Manager. “I’ve always had a real appreciation for 
the beauty of the hotels along South Beach and am thrilled to carry a bit of that magic into The 
Godfrey in Tampa.” 
 
Teams, coaches, and fans alike have stayed at The Godfrey and echo Crystal’s assessment of what 
the hotel has to offer: “Our club stayed at The Godfrey in 2017 and had a great experience,” says 
Bobby Thompson of Iowa State Club Baseball. “The hotel employees were always very helpful and 
accommodating. The room sizes were perfect for our team. Our team also really enjoyed hanging 
out around the pool and pier, playing sand volleyball and getting team dinners at the Beach Bar | 
Restaurant. I truly recommend this hotel for any NCBA teams traveling to Plant City. We are looking 
forward to returning to The Godfrey this coming spring!”  
 
The NCBA and NCSA would like to wholeheartedly thank Crystal, The Godfrey Hotel & Cabanas 
Tampa, and Beach Bar | Restaurant for their overwhelming support of the Spring Training 
Showcase. This coming year is going to be the best yet and the NCBA/NCSA staff look forward to 
seeing everyone there! 
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